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Frequentist statistics

● Probabilities are ”frequencies”

● Assumption of a distribution (justification by CLT or process 
assumptions, e.g., Poisson)

● Statistical tests to verify distribution assumptions (e.g., Shapiro 
test for normality)

● Estimation by maximum likelihood, moment matching, 
minimization of expected loss, etc.

● Objective (in the sense of no formalised prior knowledge)

● Only applicable to precisely defined, controlled, repeatable 
experiments



Bayesian statistics

● Probabilities are ”degrees of belief”

● But also ”frequentist probabilities” can be treated

● More general but introduction of subjectivity

● Specify a prior, specify a likelihood (”probabilistic if-then”) and 
calculate posterior

● Plenty of connections to frequentist statistics (contraction rates, 
bias, compatibility of Bayesian credible intervals and frequentist 
confidence intervals) for some Bayesian models

● Bayesian methods seem to recommend themselves for p << n 
problems (frequentist methods such as ridge regression, lasso, 
elastic net, etc. have a Bayesian interpretation)



Why Bayesian statistics

● Cox and Jaynes: Generalization of classical logic

● Logical deduction: start with axioms (hypotheses that are considered to be 
true) and derive the truth value (true/false) of related hypotheses

● Bayesian deduction: start with hypotheses and some assignment of our 
belief (as probabilies) of their truth and derive ”degrees of belief” for 
related hypotheses

● According to Cox and Jaynes: If we accept some common sense 
principles, we necessarily must accept Bayesian statistics as the only 
appropriate way to perform inference under uncertainty, and calculation 
rules coincide with the Kolmogorov axioms of probability theory

● Consistency property: Logical deduction is a special case of Bayesian 
deduction (conditional pdfs can represent deterministic if-then statements)



Bayesian interpretation of GLS

Assumptions

● Infinitely many hypothesis of the form

H(σ): The xs vector σ contains the ”true xs”contains contains the ”true xs”the contains the ”true xs””true contains the ”true xs”xs”

● A measurement vector σexp is related to the true vector σ by 
π(σexp| σ) = N(σexp| Sσ, B) (”probabilistic if-then”)

● All elements in the covariance matrix B are known and 
correctly specified (”background knowledge”)

● The a priori probability of H(σ) to be true is N(σ | σ0, A0)

=> Posterior is N(σ | σ1, A1) with



Bayesian statistics beyond GLS

● Keep all assumptions of GLS

● But assume that not all uncertainties are known

● Additional hypotheses about unknown uncertainties, e.g., 

H(κ) = The systematic uncertainty is κ contains the ”true xs”millibarn

Posterior

prior on unknown 
uncertainties

prior on cross 
section vector

likelihood is still MVN

Generally---in contrast to GLS---no closed-form expression for posterior pdf 
with closed-form expressions for distribution parameters



Partial integration

Marginal posterior for κ

Moments of marginal posterior ρ(σ | σexp) 

Marginal posterior for σ contains the ”true xs”can contains the ”true xs”
be contains the ”true xs”summarized contains the ”true xs”by contains the ”true xs”a contains the ”true xs”
multivariate contains the ”true xs”normal contains the ”true xs”
distribution contains the ”true xs”that contains the ”true xs”is contains the ”true xs”closest contains the ”true xs”
to contains the ”true xs”true contains the ”true xs”posterior contains the ”true xs”pdf contains the ”true xs” contains the ”true xs”
distribution contains the ”true xs”in contains the ”true xs”terms contains the ”true xs”of contains the ”true xs”
Kullback-Leibler contains the ”true xs”
divergence

see M&C2017 “Fitting and analysis technique...” paper for details

Can be evaluated 
by, e.g., Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm
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Frequentist ML approach

S.A. Badikov, E.V. Gai, “Some Sources of the Un-
derestimation of Evaluated Cross-section Uncertain-
ties,” INDC(NDS)-438 (IAEA, Vienna 2003), pp. 117–
129
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Comparison frequentist and Bayesian

Frequentist approach finds xs vector σ and uncertainties in vector κ to 
maximize 

Bayesian approach yields a posterior distribution for xs vector σ and 
uncertainties κ given the data

Freq. approach uses point-estimates for the uncertainties whereas 
Bayesian approach also provides uncertainties of uncertainties.

Priors in the Bayesian approach allow us to regularize solutions, i.e., we 
can work with more involved uncertainty specifications (e.g., energy-
dependent systematic uncertainties)



The data

Figure and table from paper of R. Capote, D. Neudecker, 
“How accurately we know the standard 252 Cf(sf) neutron multiplicity?”



Scenario #1: flat prior, glob.norm

Philosophical limit: 
If all measurement devices are wrong in the same way, it is impossible to infer 
the magnitude of this “universal” error.



Scenario #2: flat prior, method uncs

Each method M
k
 of 

{scintill., Mn-bath, B-pile} 
has an individual 
systematic uncertainty



1D marginal posteriors

Probably improper 
distributions: not 
normalizeable and 
too heavy tails… 
(same observation 
in M&C2017 paper)

3.760 ± contains the ”true xs”(0.39, contains the ”true xs”0.76, contains the ”true xs”or contains the ”true xs”Inf?)

(GLS 3.765 ± contains the ”true xs”0.004)



Situation 3: Normal prior, method uncs 

α = 0.03



Local non-normal features



1D marginal posterior pdfs

(GLS 3.765 ± contains the ”true xs”0.004)

3.762 ± contains the ”true xs”0.011



Conclusions

● We can go beyond GLS assumptions with Bayesian stats

● Flexible modelling of our assumptions about uncertainties

● Two examples given where data alone were weak constraints

● Other ways of modeling unrecognized uncertainties and 
respective prior knowledge possible

● Jaynes strongly advocated Bayesian statistics as the only 
appropriate means for inference under uncertainty. Should we 
trust him? Should we do the same?

● If yes, the only real question is: Which hidden mechanisms should 
we postulate for the existence of unrecognized uncertainties and 
correlations.

● If no, what other mathematical framework may be conceivable?



The data

Figure and table from paper of R. Capote, D. Neudecker, 
“How accurately we know the standard 252 Cf(sf) neutron multiplicity?”



”Inverse” statistical hypothesis test

χ2 / n = 0.944

H0: The exp data is ”produced” from a χ2-distribution

All uncertainties are correct and distribution assumptions (MVN) are correct.

P-value: 0.89 (> e.g. 0.05 => H0 can be accepted)

Usually, reject H0 because calculated χ2 from data too far away from 
expected χ2 

“Inverse” test:

Reject H
0
 if data χ2 is too close to the expected mean to be 

considered likely enough.

In this case: P-value: 0.11
=> Only one out of 9 hypothesized experimental data sets of this 
form are as close or closer to the theoretical χ2 mean value.

Bayesian view: The introduction of extra correlation is a plausible 
assumption which may be regarded rather likely given the data



Some ad-hoc notes
Chisqr too small -> influence biases (one group adjusts uncertainties to be closer to another group)

Chisqr too large -> uncertainty analyis of experiments misses something

Chisqr very close to one -> not really explainable in ND (in contrast to case of pea counting exps of Gregor Mendel)

JCGM - refuses the possibility of the estimation of unknown unknowns (I do too)

But unknowns unknowns can become known unknowns

Subjective uncertainties can still be quantified (how to do? prior elicitation))

 

No magic tools but read the papers and determine uncertainties

Yes, but we can deal with more general hypothesis than at the moment we do with GLS, e.g.:

* Introduce hypothesis that we have only imprecise knowlege on the exact value of certain uncertainties

* Introduce systematic uncertainties within groups and among groups (use complexity criteria to determine uncertainties: BIC, AIC)

* Introduce correlation structure (due to detector type, resolution function, same samples, same background, …) but not exact amounts

* One factor in the analysis could be the order of experiments conducted

* We can put some doubt into statistical uncertainty specifications as well

* We can impose priors that assume most experiments are correct and the outlies are the minority

* Or every experiment is wrong by a similar amount of (absolute or relative)

* Combination of these ideas

 ...

 

 USU for vector quantities (MC2017 paper, normalization errors, also energy-dependent errors, no-model fit)

 Rejecting everything beyond 1 sigma, we are stuck forever with the same evaluation

 We arrive at the right values eventually (if enough new outliers support each other, they are not outliers anymore)

 Methods introducing uncertain uncertainties introduce the benefit of the doubt

 

 Planning experimental experiments: experimental design

 



Backup



Another marginal pdf



Another marginal posterior pdf



Backup: Badikov 

systematic error
of method k

measured values systematic uncertainty

Step (a): fit f
i
 to the data given uncertainty assumptions

Step (b): fit uncertainty using data given f
i
 values of step (a)

jump to step (a) if not converged


